Attendees:

TTPC

FAA Airports
Mark Schenkelberg, FAA

State DOTs
Dennis O’Connor, KDOT

City/County Airport Representatives
James Green, City of Harrisonville
Larry Peet, Johnson County Airports
Michael Krumer, City of Gardner
John Ohrazda, City of Lee’s Summit

Others
Dave Hadel, Burns & McDonnell
Matt Walsh, HNTB
Melissa Cooper, KCAD-MKC

MARC Staff
Jim Hubbell, MARC
Whitney Morgan, MARC
Patrick Trouba, MARC
1) **Approval of July 2017 Meeting Summary**
   July minutes approved.

2) **WELCOME: New Members to the Committee**
   New committee members welcomed but not present.

3) **PRESENTATION: Johnson County Airport Lessons Learned (Larry Peet)**
   -March 6th, 2017, Johnson County Airport sustained substantial wind damage.
   -Initial response spanned two days.
   -Tornado plan helped but did not encompass everything.
   -Lesson for next time: know in advance what you want service agencies to do.
   -Recovery period took 6-7 weeks.
   -Insurance complexities were a challenge.
   -There were issues of safety and access with tenants.
   -Repair/replacement phase ongoing.

4) **UPDATE: UAS Regional Stakeholders Group/GTI Training Course**
   -This update will be a standing agenda item going forward.
   -Discussion of different training courses is possible
   -Aviation Advisory Committee will be involved in process to develop a regional UAS strategic framework.
   -AAC could get involved with law enforcement-based drone group that does training and continuing education.

5) **DISCUSSION: Aviation Legislative Issues (Jim Hubbell)**
   -It is time for MARC to compile its legislative agenda.
   -State issues for Missouri include:
     -Cost-share program renewal
     -Aircraft removal
     -Antique aircraft
     -Airport authorities at the municipal level.
   -State issues for Kansas include (shared by KDOT):
     -Tax break or tuition assistance for students who apply skills in KS.
     -Aviation sub-committee in state House of Representatives.
     -Establishment of a State Aviation Trust Fund
   -Federal issues:
     -HB 2997, privatization of air traffic controllers, and FAA program reauthorization.
   -The Aviation Committee expressed support for incorporating these issues into the MARC legislative platform to be approved by the MARC Board of Directors in October. MARC staff will draft a document summarizing the aviation related legislative issues and circulate to the Aviation Committee for approval.

6) **UPDATE: Aviation Information E-mail Distribution Group (Lesley Mix)**
   -This item has been postponed.

7) **UPDATE: KDOT Aviation Activities**
MARC Aviation Advisory Committee

Date

-Traffic management program in Hutchison.
-Working with NASAO.
-KDOT given award for STEM.
-Economic impact and system development studies published.
-New edition of airport directory.

8) UPDATE: MODOT Aviation Activities
-No updates shared.

9) COMMITTEE ROUNDTABLE – Member Updates
- John Ohrazda (Lee’s Summit) – hoping to have north-south runway open soon.
- Mark Schenkelberg (FAA) – wrapping up FY’17, FY’18 starting soon.
- Melissa Cooper (KCAD-MKC) – moving into new facility. Brought up issues with av-gas contaminants.
- Larry Peet (Johnson County Airport) – expecting to open two hangars on October 14th.
- Jim Hubbell (MARC) – Reminder for the upcoming Kinetic event on Wednesday, October 11th, which will include a presentation from Robert Puentes of the Eno Center for Transportation on automated and connected vehicles. Noted the KS airspace awareness tool (developed by Burns & McDonnell for KDOT aviation) was very helpful to consultants working on the Beyond the Loop study.

10) Adjournment
- Adjourned at approximately 2:56pm.